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Audible Studios on Brilliance, United States, 2016. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged.
170 x 135 mm. Language: English . Brand New. In his number-one Kindle Single CRASH! How I Lost a
Hundred Billion and Found True Love, Irish satirist Julian Gough deftly laid bare the Eurozone crisis
in all its humor and absurdity. Now in BANG! Gough has turned his inimitable wit and wisdom to
third-world economies, managing to explain derivatives, arbitrage, and futures through airplanes
crashing into livestock. Dr. Ibrahim Bihi of Somaliland has an advanced degree in economics and,
as far as worldly goods go, a goat with three legs. Using his knowledge of temporary market
inefficiencies and the propellers of a UN food plane, he turns his goat into capital and sends the
global economy into a speculative frenzy. Soon most of the world s wealth is tied up in goat-backed
securities. What could possibly go wrong? Only everything, and with our faithful orphan Jude as
guide, we can sit back and laugh our way toward the resolution of this uproariously instructive
satire. A version of BANG! was the first short story to be published in The Financial Times, where it
appeared in 2003. The story also...
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Most of these pdf is the ideal pdf available. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50 percent of your book. I am just easily could get a delight of reading
through a written book.
-- Jany Crist-- Jany Crist

A very wonderful book with lucid and perfect answers. It is probably the most incredible book i have study. Its been designed in an exceptionally simple
way and is particularly just after i finished reading through this publication by which in fact transformed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Macey Schneider-- Macey Schneider
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